
Assignment 2 – Presenting your work 
No Dialogue Notes Action 

  Created using the 
multi-dimensional 
process 

Title sequence – write 
on filmed live 

  
What I found interesting about 
Visual approaches was how it 
introduced new ways to generate 
ideas using a process and set of 
rules. 
 
What I’m going to show you is a 
selection of the work that I found 
interesting or successful in some 
way, and give an insight into how it 
was made. 
 
The work falls into two categories:  

1. Processes that control and 
direct decision making 

2. Processes that use chance 
and accident 

 
The challenge for me was to 
relinquish control and let the 
process take the lead – something I 
struggle with. 
 
Let’s see how I got on… 

 Piece to camera 

 At the point I started the work I 
attended a one-day workshop run 
by New York reportage illustrators 
Veronica Lawlor and Melanie Reim. 
  
The day used observational drawing 
to think about design and the use of 
expressive figure drawing in making 
successful narrative illustrations. 

Crash edit 
Corner of studio 

Piece to camera 

 The workshop consisted of a 
number of practical and very rapid 
exercises that covered thumbnailing, 
composition and drawing expressive 

Create 3 x stills at 
1920 x 1080 of: 

• Composition 
thumbnails 

Stills of: 

• Composition 
thumbnails 

• Expressive 
hands 



hands and faces. I learned a lot and 
did a load of drawing. 
 
What you’ll notice is how this feeds 
into my OCA coursework. 

• Expressive 
hands 

• Expressive 
faces 

• Expressive 
faces 

    

  Create caption: 
 
Processes that 
control or direct 
decision making 
 
Multi-dimensional 

Graphic/caption 
 
 

 I decided before I started that I was 
going to use a bamboo pen and 
Indian Ink to make the drawing after 
being inspired by an André Masson 
automatic drawing from a previous 
exercise. 
I found it very easy to get lost in the 
process of joining dots and forming 
shapes. I worked across the page 
jumping from area to area adding 
cross hatching to suggest three-
dimensional space. 
 
At some point in time I decided to 
start filling some of the negative 
spaces around the objects with a 
black wash of Indian Ink using a 
paintbrush. 
 
It was a really enjoyable process and 
the results were surprising and quite 
different in nature to my usual work 

Create a series of 4 
or 5 stills calling out 
different details. 
Can probably use 
the existing PDF or 
failing that RAW file 
to create these. 

Piece to camera using 
the artwork as a prop 
 
Dissolve to a series of 
CU of the painting 
calling out different 
details 

  Create caption: 
 
Processes that 
control or direct 
decision making 
Words to pictures 

Caption –  
Processes that control 
or direct decision 
making 
 
Words to pictures 

 Words to pictures started by 
brainstorming a list of words and 
phrases based on the word ‘design’. 

 Piece to camera 



 These were then thumbnailed …….. 
 
 
……..this is the point I did the Life 
Drawing Symposium – you can see 
how I stopped procrastinating and 
started using the thumbnails to work 
rapidly. 
 
I chose three thumbnails to develop, 
and spent a couple of hours 
thumbnailing different compositions 
and points of view. I added a line of 
dialogue that I imagined one of the 
characters saying as a way to bring 
my ideas to life. 
 
The final thumbnails tested a couple 
of different layouts for the final 
artwork. 
 
One of my objectives was to try and 
maintain some of the spontaneity 
that’s in the thumbnails in the 
finished artwork.  
 

 Sketchbook page turn 

 I liked the combination of materials 
I’d used the previous evening in a 
figure drawing class and decided to 
explore this visual style further 
(albeit a bit toned down) 

Create still of life 
drawing artwork at 
the right size – can 
use PDF to create 
this 

Dissolve to life drawing 
image 

 I started by drawing the foreground 
elements using a bamboo pen and 
ink.  

Crop to right size Still image seq 01 

 I added washes of colour using liquid 
watercolour 

Crop to right size Still image seq 02 

 And then added a final layer of 
colour and definition using 
watercolour pencils 

Crop to right size Still image seq 03 

 Whilst I like the facial and hand 
expressions of the two characters, 
the final artwork is a bit caught 
between two places. My original 
intention had been for the drawings 
to be loose with exaggerated facial 

 Piece to camera using 
the artwork as a prop 



features to help with the narrative. I 
drew the women character with the 
exaggerated eye and then the actual 
execution of the drawing was more 
conservative. I think my mistake was 
to draw the midground using a 
fountain pen rather than bamboo 
pen. For some reason this makes me 
tighten my drawing style. 

  Create caption: 
Processes that 
control or direct 
decision making 
 
Word processing 

Caption –  
Processes that control 
or direct decision 
making 
 
Word processing 

 This used a set of simple rules to 
create a 20-word poem. 

 20-word poem 

 I sketched out each word using 
reference images sourced from 
search engine results. I wasn’t 
particularly discerning about what 
images I used. 
 
Thinking about how to combine all 
20-images into a single picture was 
quite perplexing and you can see 
here how I’ve struggled to squeeze 
everything into a single image. 

 Piece to camera 
looking thumbing 
through sketchbook 

 I worked up the final image using a 
fountain pen and black ink. I didn’t 
spend too much time thinking about 
visual style because the exercise was 
about composition and ideas and 
not style. 

These need to be 
cropped to the 
correct size 

Seq of stills 

 Although the final image is absurd 
the different elements within it 
provide a rich source of 
content/combinations to spark off 
new areas of investigation. This 
would be a particularly inventive 
way to develop a narrative arc.  

This needs to be 
cropped to the 
correct size 

Still of final image 

 I recorded doing this exercise in a 
video blog 

 Caption 
 
Change and accident -  



Composing pictures 
 

    

 


